
Dear Society Member.

 It is my pleasure to write this brief message to accompany the publication of the 
Winter 2021 edition of The Arnold Bennett Society Newsletter.
 Yet again the Editor and Assistant Editor have brought you a stimulating assembly of 
articles, reports, reviews and other items submitted by Society members - and fronted by that 
wonderful photograph of Arnold on his bicycle. His 1907 cycle tour in France is traced and 
brought alive by Nicholas Redman. John Shapcott follows his excellent book on Bennett and 
Frederick Marriott with an engaging insight into Arnold’s friendship with and writings of 
Eden Philpotts in Cornwall. John Davies demonstrates his delight in turning up new links to 
Bennett’s self-help writings in discussing Beth Blum’s 2020 publication: The Self-Help 
Compulsion and Leslie Powner is “keeping up with Arnold” in his article on The Night 
Visitor and From the Log of the Velsa.
 A century ago, in 1920, From the Log of the Velsa had only just achieved publication 
in the UK. That year, Bennett had written his first screenplay - for the abandoned film The 
Wedding Dress. He had written 145,100 words and logged “probably at least 630 perfor-
mances” of his plays in the UK and “the colonies” and on December 20th went to see the 
West End revival of his Milestones. 
 By the end of the year he was writing Mr.Prohack, which itself would eventually be 
adapted for the stage by Bennett and Edward Knoblock - with a West End production starring 
Charles Laughton. However: “Laughton appeared not to understand what Bennett wanted. 
He talked back to the author. On opening night he carried his mockery of Mr.Prohack even 
further and emerged on the stage as the spitting image of Arnold Bennett himself!” (Kurt 
D.Singer). 
 For over three decades it has been my privilege to deliver presentations of Bennett’s 
work and to portray him onstage myself - though not for the purpose of mockery. That 
portrayal is now set in bronze in the form of the Arnold Bennett statue - the head of which is 
Arnold to a likeness approved by his daughter. The rest of the figure is myself - having posed 
for the original sculpting a decade ago and pushed for a statue from then up to its unveiling 
in 2017 on his 150th birthday.
 As the Society moves forward into another challenging year, we have already 
arranged monthly Online Talks by Society members - as you will see in the Newsletter. 
These stretch forward to May, when we hope it may be possible to be able to invite you to an 
actual social event around the time of Arnold Bennett’s birthday - May 27th. For the present, 
we hope you will access our updated website for information and to keep in touch. 
 We welcome your communications and suggestions.

With kind regards,

   Chair,
   Arnold Bennett Society
 


